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Abstract

In this paper we consider intra prediction part of the newest video
compression standard H.265/HEVC. This paper covers general HEVC
dataflow, briefing of the intra prediction mechanism and detailed illus-
tration of service information transmission part. A series of experiments
was conducted on different coding configurations and video sequences.
In this paper we present statistics of using each intra prediction mode
and statistics of modes becoming part of the most probable mode array
obtained in the experiments.
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1 Introduction

The problem of efficient data representation in the modern world is par-
ticularly acute. Especially in the video industry. According to the statistics,
the video content part of mobile traffic in 2012 was 51% and is bound to in-
crease [1]. As a result, in April, 2013, ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group
together with Motion Picture Experts Group offered a new video compres-
sion standard H.265/HEVC [2]. The standard acquired a lot of algorithmic
improvements, which made it possible to obtain better compression degree
within a fixed quality. In the work [3] there is a details analysis of the new
HEVC features compared to the previous video compression standards, such
as H.263 [4], MPEG-4 [5] and H.264/AVC [6].
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The main aim of this research is to describe the procedure of service in-
formation transmission within HEVC and conduct a series of experiments to
assess feasibility of solutions in the proposed new standard.

2 Brief description of H.265/HEVC

Like the previous standards, the new one uses a hybrid coding scheme which
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Hybrid coding scheme

Within the hybrid model video data coding happens frame by frame. Each
frame is divided into square blocks which are called Coding Units (CU ). Fur-
ther coding is done by CUs. The first step of CU coding is a prediction pro-
cedure. In video compression prediction of a block means finding the most
similar block to the current one among the surrounding blocks. Depending
on the settings, the encoder may apply intra or inter prediction. In the first
case the required block is being found in the current frame, in the second —
in the neighboring frames. The reason why there are two ways of locating
the predicted block is that there are two types of redundancy in video ma-
terial: temporal and spatial. To eliminate temporal redundancy the encoder
uses the inter prediction mechanism, and to eliminate spatial — the intra.
Depending on the settings, the encoder determines possible predictions for
each frame. There are three types of frames: I(Intra), P (Predicted) and
B(Bidirectional). For I frames only intra predictions are available, for P and
B — both of intra and inter. The difference between P and B frames is that
P frames can be predicted only from the frames that chronologically precede
them, while B frames can be predicted from both the previous and following
frames. To make it possible, the incoming frames are reordered within the
encoder.
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The result of the prediction procedure is that when block B is being coded,
some B′ block is being found (or created). On the next stage the encoder
calculates the difference B − B′ = ∆ which is called residuals. B and B′ are
positive numbers matrices ∥bij∥ and ∥b′ij∥, and matrix ∆ consists of elements
δij = bij − b′ij.

After the matrix ∆ is computed, the encoder performs a Fourier – like
transformation to transfer the residuals into a frequency domain. According
to the properties of the transformation, the resulting matrix T (∆) will consist
of high and low–frequency components. It is known that low–frequency com-
ponents (concentrated near the element δ00) are similar to textures successfully
detected by the human eye, while the high-frequency ones are indistinguishable
and correspond to the «noise» components of the image. Due to this fact, the
transformation procedure is followed by quantization, which results in the com-
puted matrix Q(T (∆)) consisting of quantized elements from matrix T (∆).
The basic quantization parameter (QP) is the input parameter of the encoder.
The quantization steps are computed from QPs differently for low and high–
frequency elements. It should be noted that it is at the stage of quantization
that the irreversible loss of information is possible.

The final stage of the hybrid scheme is the entropy coding of the quantized
coefficients obtained earlier and the service information necessary for correct
reconstruction. For this purpose, the standards H.264 and H.265 suggest arith-
metic coders specially optimized for video compression. Earlier standards used
a modified Huffman algorithm. At this stage, the encoder does the final lossless
compression, the result of which is the next bitstream block.

As the process of compressing video involves loss of information, to ensure
correct reconstruction of a block at the decoder side, the prediction proce-
dure should be performed on the reconstructed video block rather than on the
original one.

3 Intra Prediction in H.265/HEVC
One of the major HEVC improvements compared to its predecessor was a

significant increase in compression efficiency due to the intra prediction pro-
cedure modification. Paper [8] gives detailed description of the mechanisms
of intra prediction for HEVC and its nearest competitors. Without repeating
these research results we will look only at the basic concepts, and then focus
on the details of the HEVC intra prediction service information transmission.

3.1 Semantics of Intra Prediction

To carry out both types of predictions HEVC defines a special object —
Prediction Unit, (PU ). In the case of intra prediction PU is a square matrix
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with 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16 or 32 × 32 dimensions. In addition to the block
which is being predicted the encoder requires pixels of five neighboring blocks:
A,B,C,D and E. The sets B and C are the extreme bottom lines of the
directly upper and upper-right neighboring blocks; D and E — the extreme
right columns of the directly left and lower left neighboring blocks; A — is
a single pixel located in the lower-right corner of the top-left block. Fig. 2
presents a prediction block and a set of its neighboring pixels.

Figure 2: PU and its neighbors

HEVC allows 35 different intra prediction modes, two of which are «flat»
and 33 are angular.

Table 1: Intra prediction modes and associated names
Mode Associated Name

0 INTRA_PLANAR
1 INTRA_DC

2, . . . ,34 INTRA_ANGULAR2, . . . , INTRA_ANGULAR34

When using the INTRA_DC mode, the predicted block is filled with pixels
obtained by averaging pixels from sets B and D. INTRA_DC is the least
computationally-expensive mode.

When applying the INTRA_PLANAR mode, the encoder calculates a bidi-
rectional interpolation function, which is used to fill the predicted block. It is
the most computationally-expensive mode.

To construct the predicted block when using angular modes, linear inter-
polation is also used in one of the directions described in Fig. 3.

Detailed description of the predicted block construction mechanism in the
HEVC intra prediction for each mode is given in [8]. Let us consider fur-
ther ways to encode and transmit information about the mode used in the
bitstream.
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Figure 3: Intra Prediction Directions

3.2 Service information transmitting in the bitstream

As we noted earlier, HEVC has 35 intra prediction modes. Consequently,
a problem of the mode number effective coding within the bitstream arises.
Listing 1 shows an extract from the HEVC standard [2], which describes in-
formation transfer process in the bitstream.

Listing 1: CU Syntax in the bitstream
1 coding_unit (x0 , y0 , log2CbSize ) {
2 . . .
3 nCbS = (1 << log2CbSize )
4 . . .
5 pbOf f set = (PartMode == PART_NxN)? (nCbS / 2 ) : nCbS
6 for ( j = 0 ; j <nCbS ; j += pbOffset )
7 for ( i = 0 ; i < nCbS ; i += pbOff set )
8 prev_intra_luma_pred_flag[x0 + i][y0 + j]
9 for ( j = 0 ; j < nCbS ; j += pbOff set )
10 for ( i = 0 ; i < nCbS ; i += pbOff set )
11 i f ( prev_intra_luma_pred_flag [x0 + i ] [ y0 + j ] )
12 mpm_idx[x0 + i][y0 + j]
13 else
14 rem_intra_luma_pred_mode[x0 + i][y0 + j]
15 . . .
16 }
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Listing 1 describes intra coding procedure for a block with coordinates
x0, y0 and size 2log2CbSize. At the first stage the real block size — nCbs is
calculated. Next, it is determined whether the block subdivision was used.
According to the standard, an intra block with the side nCbs pixels can be
recursively divided into 4 blocks with the side nCbs

2 pixels., Depending on the
presence or absence of sub-divisions, the variable pbOffset is calculated in
Line 5 of the Listing 1; it determines the further coding procedure. We should
note that there are only two values for pbOffset: nCbs and nCbs

2 . In the first
case, the block isn’t subdivided, and loops in lines 6, 7, 9, 10 of the Listing
1 are executed only once; in the second — subdivision takes place, and the
cycles determine raster scan of the four blocks. It should also be noted that
when blocks are subdivided, each block is coded independently, and service
information is transmitted in the bitstream for each of them.

From now on not to lose general sense, we will assume that a block is en-
coded as a whole. The transmission of information about an intra block coding
mode is as follows. Depending on its position and intra prediction modes of
neighboring blocks an array of the most probable modes (Most Probable Modes,
MPM) consisting of 3 elements is built according to the Algorithm 1.

The encoding block PU is an input of the Algorithm 1, the computed array
of MPM for this particular block is an output. Since frame coding comes from
block to block in the raster scan, when encoding the current PU , its left and
top neighbors have already been encoded, so their prediction modes are known.
Their corresponding variablesD_neighbor_mode and B_neighbor_mode are
computed in blocks I and II of the Algorithm 1. It should be noted that de-
pending on the position of the encoded block, and the encoder configuration,
the neighboring blocks can be encoded in inter mode or unavailable. In this
case, the necessary variables are determined as INTRA_DC. Further defi-
nition of the array MPM is based on the modes of the neighboring blocks.
The Algorithm 1 distinguishes the following cases: 1) matching – mismatch-
ing of the neighboring modes; 2) presence – absence of angular modes among
the neighboring. It is assumed that the current block most probably will be
encoded in the same mode as its neighbors. Consequently, the array MPM
always contains modes of neighboring blocks and some of their «derivative»
modes which are calculated differently depending on the type of the neighbors’
modes.

Having obtainedMPM , further encoding takes place according to the List-
ing 1. Let’s assume that the current PU is being coded in the mode mode;
then there are two possibilities: 1) mode ∈MPM ; 2) mode ∉MPM .

In the first case, as MPM depends only on the neighboring blocks, and
may be computed both on the encoder and decoder sides, the bitstream need
only contain the index of the element inside MPM . It is assumed that the
MPM[0] array is ordered by the frequency of modes used within it. In other
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Algorithm 1 MPM array creation
Require: PU .
Ensure: MPM[3].

if IsExistsLeftNeighbor (PU) then
D_neighbor_mode← GetLeftNeihborMode (PU)

else
D_neighbor_mode← INTRA_DC

end if

if IsExistsAboveNeighbor (PU) then
B_neighbor_mode← GetAboveNeihborMode (PU)

else
B_neighbor_mode← INTRA_DC

end if

I

II

if D_neighbor_mode = B_neighbor_mode then
if IsAngularMode (D_neighbor_mode) then
MPM[0]←D_neighbor_mode
MPM[1]← ((D_neighbor_mode + 29)%32) + 2
MPM[2]← ((D_neighbor_mode − 1)%32) + 2

else
MPM[0]← INTRA_PLANAR
MPM[1]← INTRA_DC
MPM[2]← INTRA_ANGULAR_26

end if
else
MPM[0]←D_neighbor_mode
MPM[1]← B_neighbor_mode
if IsNotP lanarMode (D_neighbor_mode)&&IsNotP lanarMode (B_neighbor_mode)
then
MPM[2]← INTRA_PLANAR

else
if IsDcMode (D_neighbor_mode) ∣∣IsDcMode (B_neighbor_mode)
then
MPM[2]← INTRA_DC

else
MPM[2]← INTRA_ANGULAR_26

end if
end if

end if
return MPM
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words, the MPM[0] element is more frequent than MPM[1], which, in turn,
is more frequent than MPM[2]. Considering that, HEVC standard offers an
elegant index coding scheme: f ∶ {0,1,2} Ð→ {0,10,11}, which is defined as
f(0) = 0, f(1) = 10, f(2) = 11. Notice that such coding maps input symbols
to code words of various length, at the same time allowing to decode them
correctly. Thus, to transmit the intra prediction mode, which occurred in the
MPM , in the bitstream, it requires one bit flag – MPM indicator (Line 8
of Listing 1) and one or two bits of the codeword – MPM index (Line 12 of
Listing 1).

In the second case, if the required mode did not occur in the MPM , its
coded number is transmitted in the bitstream (Line 14 of Listing 1). Since
the standard defines a total of 35 intra prediction modes, with three of them
known and found within MPM , HEVC proposes the following process for
coding modes: g ∶ {0,1, . . . ,34} /MPM Ð→ {0,1, . . . ,31}. Because of the
cardinality of domain and range of the coding function is equals, it may be
defined bijectively. Thus, to transmit the mode number outside the MPM ,
the bitstream must still contain one bit indicator – flag and five bit code-word
— a mode number (Line 14 Listing 1). Implementation of g procedure is given
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Intra mode coding Algorithm outside of MPM
Require: mode, MPM[3].
Ensure: mode′.
MPM ′ ← SortDecrease (MPM)

mode′ ←mode
for all mpm_mode ∈MPM ′ do
if mode′ >mpm_mode then
mode′ ←mode′ − 1

end if
end for
return mode′

The decoding procedure is similar.

4 Experiments

In this work, a series of experiments with input video data of various dura-
tion and resolution was conducted to collect statistic data on the frequency of
using different intra prediction modes and the statistics of a mode «occurring»
in theMPM array depending on the positions within it. The experiments were
performed using a video that was encoded by the reference encoder, available
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at the [9] resource. The source video materials were some of the video se-
quences recommended by VCEG and MPEG expert groups as video encoding
tools for testing. According to the document [10], all test data are divided
into classes depending on their resolution and presented content, where classes
A – D correspond to the scenes of «real life» in resolutions form WQXGA
to WQVGA, while class E corresponds to non-camera video content with HD
resolution. The test video sequences are listed in Tab. 2.

Table 2: The test video sequences
Class Resolution Duration Name Frame Rate

A 2560 × 1600 5s Traffic
People On Street 30fps

B 1920 × 1080 10s Kimono
Cactus

24fps
50fps

C 832 × 480 10s Basketball Drill 50fps
D 416 × 240 10s Blowing Bubbles 60fps
E 1280 × 720 10s Four People 60fps

The video sequences were coded with the following standard configuration
files:

1) intra_main;

2) lowdelay_main;

3) lowdelay_P_main;

4) randomaccess_main.

Each of the configuration files is characterized by its own structure GOP
(Group Of Pictures, GOP) within the entire sequence. Intra_main configu-
ration assumingly codes all the sequence frames only in the intra mode. In
contrast, lowdelay_main and lowdelay_P_main configurations code only the
first frame of the coding sequence in the intra mode and the remaining frames
are coded in P and B. Randomaccess_main means using periodical sequences
of I and B frames in IBB . . .BI form.

Next you can see the results of experiments on each of the test sequences.
Within each configuration file, each video was encoded with 22,27,32 and 37
QPs, and then averaged.

In the tables depicting distributions of modes, the five most frequent modes
are shown in bold.
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4.1 Traffic

The first test video belongs to class A — materials with the highest reso-
lution. This video is characterized by intensive movement of objects against a
stationary background.

For this sequence, the distribution of intra prediction modes changes in-
significantly with different coding configurations. The two most frequent modes,
regardless of the configuration, were 0 and 1, followed by 10 and 26 modes with
similar results.

Tab. 3 shows average statistics over all configurations.

Table 3: The distribution of intra prediction modes for video Traffic. The
average of all configurations

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
0 20.704 12 2.525 24 1.101
1 10.282 13 1.214 25 1.614
2 1.342 14 0.867 26 8.529
3 1.458 15 0.831 27 1.976
4 1.953 16 0.724 28 1.348
5 2.373 17 0.64 29 1.105
6 3.362 18 0.587 30 0.947
7 3.613 19 0.649 31 0.787
8 3.655 20 0.625 32 0.869
9 4.436 21 0.646 33 1.204
10 8.603 22 0.747 34 1.47
11 6.285 23 0.931

Looking at the statistics of intra prediction modes occurring in MPM, the
following conclusions can be drawn. In all four cases, the most frequent sit-
uations of the mode occurring in MPM became «MPM[0]» and «outside
MPM». At the same time, the most favorable case in terms of coding effi-
ciency occurred on the intra_main configuration — the share of zero element
in MPM is maximal.

Tab. 4 shows the average statistics of the mode occurring in MPM over
all configurations.

4.2 People On Street

The next video sequence People On Street also belongs to class A and has
a resolution of 2560 × 1600 pixels.

In this video sequence the dependence of modes distribution on the encod-
ing configuration is bigger compared to Traffic. In all four cases, the three
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Table 4: Statistics of intra prediction modes occurring in the MPM array for
video Traffic. The average of all configurations

Element Frequency
MPM[0] 34.144
MPM[1] 17.022
MPM[2] 13.749

Outside MPM 35.085

most frequent modes were 0,1 and 26, in order of decreasing frequency. The
modes following them occur much rarer, and their order varies depending in
the configuration.

Tab. 5 shows the average statistics over all configurations.

Table 5: The distribution of intra prediction modes for video People On Street.
The average of all configurations

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
0 20.998 12 1.0 24 3.196
1 11.092 13 1.014 25 2.466
2 1.318 14 1.244 26 9.268
3 1.28 15 0.881 27 2.23
4 1.843 16 0.752 28 2.576
5 2.854 17 0.851 29 2.156
6 4.052 18 0.793 30 1.702
7 3.234 19 0.999 31 1.154
8 2.498 20 1.092 32 0.953
9 2.982 21 1.398 33 1.086
10 3.649 22 2.024 34 1.393
11 1.173 23 2.797

The following are the results of the statistics analysis of modes occurring in
MPM for the sequence People On Street. The most frequent situation became
«outside MPM» for all configurations. What is more, on lowdelay_main and
lowdelay_P_main configurations its share is close to half of all cases. The
next, but falling far behind, was the «MPM[0]» situation.

Tab. 6 shows the average statistics of the mode occurring in MPM over
all configurations.

4.3 Kimono

Kimono video sequence belongs to class B, and has a FullHD resolution
(1920 × 1080 pixels). It is characterized by motion of both the object and the
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Table 6: Statistics of the intra prediction modes occurring in the MPM array
for video People On Street. The average of all configurations

Element Frequency
MPM[0] 30.448
MPM[1] 14.482
MPM[2] 13.707

Outside MPM 41.363

camera along with the object, which implies the movement of the background.
The intensity of movement in both cases is moderate.

The experimental results illustrate that the given video is characterized by a
lot of zero intra prediction mode for all configurations. It is always followed by
modes 1 and 26. The frequencies of other modes are presented less significantly
and vary slightly with configurations.

The averaged data is presented in Tab. 7.

Table 7: The distribution of intra prediction modes for video Kimono. The
average of all configurations

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
0 35.057 12 1.433 24 1.614
1 15.374 13 1.464 25 1.649
2 0.871 14 1.657 26 7.985
3 0.754 15 1.495 27 1.452
4 0.831 16 1.185 28 1.366
5 1.025 17 1.185 29 1.324
6 1.355 18 1.265 30 1.204
7 1.737 19 1.146 31 1.058
8 2.08 20 1.109 32 0.837
9 1.568 21 1.222 33 0.747
10 2.206 22 1.335 34 0.813
11 1.196 23 1.402

The percentage of modes occurring in the zero element of MPM for this
video is quite high — about forty percent. At the same, the situations when
the mode misses MPM are relatively rare — about thirty percent.

The following are the average results of modes occurring in MPM . Tab.
8.
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Table 8: Statistics of the intra prediction modes occurring in the MPM array
for the Kimono video. The average of all configurations

Element Frequency
MPM[0] 39.888
MPM[1] 18.887
MPM[2] 12.954

Outside MPM 28.27

4.4 Cactus

This video sequence also has a FullHD resolution and belongs to the test
class B. It is characterized by moderate movement of objects with a stationary
background.

As before, modes 0,1 and 26 are the three most used for all configurations.
The frequency of other modes occurrence is significantly smaller and slightly
varies in different configurations.

Tab. 9 shows the average results.

Table 9: The distribution of intra prediction modes for video Cactus. The
average of all configurations

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
0 24.872 12 1.362 24 3.044
1 12.71 13 1.462 25 1.997
2 1.144 14 1.516 26 7.858
3 0.95 15 1.557 27 2.039
4 0.899 16 1.452 28 2.339
5 1.0 17 1.693 29 2.303
6 1.149 18 1.758 30 1.875
7 1.19 19 1.944 31 1.371
8 1.503 20 1.959 32 1.249
9 2.496 21 1.83 33 1.322
10 2.942 22 2.087 34 1.223
11 1.289 23 2.615

For this video the frequencies of the most and least favorable cases of the
mode occurring inMPM are approximately equal — about 34%. They change
slightly with the change of configuration.

Tab. 10 shows the average statistics of the mode occurring in MPM over
all configurations.
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Table 10: Statistics of the intra prediction modes occurring in theMPM array
for the Cactus video. The average of all configurations

Element Frequency
MPM[0] 34.43
MPM[1] 17.335
MPM[2] 13.625

Outside MPM 34.61

4.5 Basketball Drill

This video sequence has a 832 × 480 pixels resolution and belongs to class
C. It is characterized by intense movement against a fixed uniform background
with distinctively angular textures.

Apart from the typical INTRA_PLANAR and INTRA_DC modes, this
video is characterized by a large number of modes 18 and 19 in all configura-
tions. This is due to the nature of the material — stationary background can
be predicted well in directions 18 and 19. As a result, in the averaged Tab. 11
the share of the vertical mode 26 is less than the share of the angular modes
18 – 20.

Table 11: The distribution of intra prediction modes for video Basketball Drill.
The average of all configurations

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
0 18.245 12 1.087 24 1.794
1 9.177 13 1.267 25 1.242
2 1.418 14 1.559 26 4.164
3 1.218 15 1.667 27 1.28
4 1.365 16 2.265 28 1.92
5 1.422 17 3.394 29 2.134
6 2.426 18 5.491 30 2.195
7 2.025 19 4.595 31 1.685
8 1.165 20 4.32 32 1.567
9 0.835 21 4.073 33 1.67
10 1.353 22 4.049 34 1.728
11 0.831 23 3.373

In terms of modes occurring in theMPM array there is a difference between
intra_main configuration and others for this material. In the first case, the
shares of a mode occurring in and missing the MPM[0] array are roughly
the same. In the second — the «outside MPM» situation is significantly
more frequent. This difference may be explained by the fact that in the inter
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frame prediction case, the share of the intra mode is relatively low. In other
words, the encoder often decides to encode a particular block using inter frame
connections rather than intra. According to the Algorithm 1, if a neighboring
block is unavailable, the MPM array will get the most probable, in general,
modes — 0, 1, and 26, which, according to the results of the experiment, are
not optimal for the given video sequence.

Average results of modes occurring in MPM are shown in Tab. 12.

Table 12: Statistics of the intra prediction modes occurring in theMPM array
for video Basketball Drill. The average of all configurations

Element Frequency
MPM[0] 29.634
MPM[1] 15.848
MPM[2] 11.522

Outside MPM 42.996

4.6 Blowing Bubbles

The Blowing Bubbles video sequence belongs to class D and has a 416×240
pixels resolution. It contains intensive movement of objects and moderate
movement of background.

The given video sequence is characterized by a typical distribution of intra
prediction modes — modes 0,1 and 26 are the most frequent, significantly
outperforming the others.

The average result is shown in Tab. 13.
Analyzing statistics of modes occurring in MPM we can see that in all

four configurations, the most frequent scenario is «outside MPM». Its share
is close to half of all the cases. The MPM[0] scenario is following far behind.

Tab. 14 shows the average results.

4.7 Four People

The last examined video sequence Four People with a 1280×720 pixels res-
olution belongs to class E. This is a video conference with the participation of
four people and it is characterized by moderate movement against a stationary
background.

For the given video sequence the three most frequent modes look the same
standard way on all four configurations — 0,1,26.

Tab. 15 shows the average statistics over all configurations.
Even though the intra prediction modes distribution statistics in this video

does not differ greatly when changing the configuration of coding, the data
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Table 13: The distribution of intra prediction modes for video Blowing Bub-
bles. The average of all configurations

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
0 18.506 12 1.512 24 2.81
1 10.771 13 1.412 25 2.886
2 1.46 14 1.678 26 8.009
3 1.036 15 1.595 27 2.89
4 0.914 16 1.72 28 2.825
5 0.963 17 1.98 29 2.536
6 1.199 18 2.187 30 2.607
7 1.189 19 2.526 31 1.923
8 1.18 20 2.335 32 1.819
9 1.228 21 2.362 33 1.948
10 3.036 22 2.932 34 1.632
11 1.791 23 2.603

Table 14: Statistics of intra prediction modes occurring in the MPM array
for video Blowing Bubbles. The average of all configurations

Element Frequency
MPM[0] 26.319
MPM[1] 15.307
MPM[2] 13.06

Outside MPM 45.313

of the mode’s occurring in MPM differ. The most favorable situation when
the mode occurs in MPM[0] happens most frequently in the intra_main con-
figuration. Its share in this case is about 36%, while the «outside MPM»
situation is 60.5%. The least favorable situation is achieved with configuration
lowdelay_P_main. In this case, the mode occurring in MPM[0] and missing
MPM scenarios are, respectively, 30.4% and 43%. This difference may be
explained by the peculiarities of the Algorithm 1, in which if a neighboring
block is missing, the most probable in general is used.

Tab. 14 shows the average statistics of modes occurring in theMPM array
over all configurations.

4.8 Resume

Analyzing the results of the experiments listed in sections 4.1 − 4.7, the
following general conclusions can be made.

The most frequent mode regardless of the content’s nature and coding
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Table 15: The distribution of intra prediction modes for video Four People.
The average of all configurations

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
0 20.203 12 2.349 24 2.902
1 8.835 13 1.868 25 4.91
2 0.903 14 1.825 26 8.189
3 0.66 15 1.755 27 2.46
4 0.937 16 1.531 28 2.306
5 0.959 17 1.315 29 2.084
6 1.161 18 1.31 30 1.694
7 1.459 19 1.466 31 1.189
8 2.415 20 1.461 32 0.949
9 2.764 21 1.893 33 0.916
10 6.115 22 2.54 34 0.984
11 3.002 23 2.691

Table 16: Statistics of intra prediction modes occurring in the MPM array
for video Four People. The average of all configurations

Element Frequency
MPM[0] 32.366
MPM[1] 16.688
MPM[2] 12.912

Outside MPM 38.033

configuration is INTRA_PLANAR mode. Its share varies from 13.38% in
the Basketball Drill sequence with intra_main configuration, to 43.19% in the
Kimono sequence with lowdelay_P_main configuration. At the same time,
considering all the frequency differences of neighboring modes, we can see that
the difference corresponding to the INTRA_PLANAR mode is maximal and
is significantly higher compared to others.

The distribution of the remaining modes is varied depending on the se-
quence. In most cases, the 2-nd and 3-rd places are taken by INTRA_DC and
INTRA_ANGULAR_26 modes respectively. As a rule, the 1-st mode is used
more frequently, but in sequences People On Street with lowdelay_P_main
configuration and Four People with intra_main and lowdelay_main configu-
rations, their frequencies are approximately the same.

The Basketball Drill video sequence should be discussed separately. Due to
the specific nature of the content, the encoder encodes the background more
efficiently using the actual direction of its textures. From the experimental re-
sults it is seen that angular intra prediction modes 18−20 are used much more
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often than in other sequences. This situation is caused by the fact that modes
18 − 20 most precisely describe the background textures’ direction of change
in sequence frames. It becomes more vivid in the intra_main configuration,
because in this case only intra predictions are allowed, and, as a result, the
effects they induce become the most pronounced. The unusual nature of the
content also changes the distribution of 0-th and 1-st modes: the frequency
of the generally mostly used INTRA_PLANAR mode and the degree it out-
distances the next mode in this sequence is minimal; while frequency of the
INTRA_DC mode is only on the 3-rd place after the INTRA_ANGULAR_18
mode.

On the whole, apart from INTRA_PLANAR and INTRA_DC, there is a
tendency for vertical and horizontal angle modes INTRA_ANGULAR_26 and
INTRA_ANGULAR_10 among all the mostly used modes for typical video
sequences averaged according to configurations. This happens due to a large
number of horizontal and vertical textures naturally occurring in the frames
of typical video sequences.

Let us consider further statistics of intra prediction modes occurring in
different positions of the MPM array.

The experimental results show that the most common situations are when
the mode either occurs in the zero element in MPM , or misses the array al-
together. Distributions in this case change quite significantly both between
sequences and within a single sequence between configurations. The frequency
of the mode occurring in the MPM[0] element varies from 26.6% in the Ki-
mono video with intra_main configuration to 48.7% in the Blowing Bubbles
video with randomaccess_main configuration. The frequency of the mode
missing the array varies from 26.5% in the Blowing Bubbles sequence with ran-
domaccess_main configuration to 44.1% in the Kimono sequence with lowde-
lay_P_main configuration. Modes occurring in MPM[1] and MPM[2] are
found with similar frequency, though in all the experiments the occurrence
ratio for the MPM[1] mode is slightly higher than for MPM[2]. The highest
frequency results of MPM[1] occurrences is 21.4% in the Kimono sequence
with intra_main configuration.

It should be noted that in all the experiments the arrayMPM[3], contain-
ing the collected modes occurring in frequencies, turned out to be organized
in a descending order. This situation might be explained by the peculiarities
of the Algorithm 1. Indeed, a high degree of correlation between the neighbor-
ing blocks is typical for intra prediction, and, according to the Algorithm, the
modes of the neighboring blocks get into the 0-th and 1-st elements of MPM .
While the 2-nd element is determined on the residual principle. We should also
note that when the neighboring blocks are unavailable, MPM is determined
by 0,1,26 modes, which, according to the experiments, are generally the most
probable.
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5 Conclusion

In this research we collected statistical data about functioning of the service
data transmission intra prediction mechanism within the latest video compres-
sion standard H.265/HEVC. The results we obtained allow us to conclude that
the technique used here does not necessarily take into account the nature of
the compressible material, which may result in inefficient coding of the trans-
mitted data. Another negative consequence of this approach is high frequency
of cases when an intra prediction mode misses the array of the most probable
modes. Since the mode’s occurrence in a certain element of the array directly
determines the «cost» of the transfer mode, the problem of constructing a cod-
ing procedure, in which the probability of the mode occurrence in the array
would be proportional to the value of it being sent to the bitstream, is very
actual. In other words, if the cost of the intra mode coding is determined
by whether it occurs in the 0,1,2 elements of the array of the most probable
modes or misses them, then, to ensure efficient coding, the probability of the
mode occurrence in this array should be organized in a descending order. In
HEVC this feature is often violated — in all experiments elements MPM[1]
andMPM[2] were rarer than the «OutsideMPM» situation. A more flexible
approach to the selection of the array of the most probable modes by, perhaps,
taking into account the nature of video material, could be the subject of further
development of this area of video encoding.

It should be noted that the results obtained in this research were collected
within the current HEVC encoding logics. It means that when deciding on
which method to use to code the next block, the encoder considered various
costs of such encoding based on the calculated array of the most probable
modes for the given block. Thus, the obtained statistic data are probably not
the objective characteristics of the test video sequences, but only the illustra-
tion of the current intra coding practice. It is of interest to obtain objective
statistical data which might contribute to the improvement of the existing
approach.

6 Preliminary Notes
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